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Resources: Microsoft Office Excel, Python, Simbad, VizieR, ADS, Exoplanets (Sara Seager et al.)

Project Objective:
Cross-check and combine two catalogs of nearby stars to 
create a comprehensive and complete, up-to-date 
catalog of all stars within 30pc of the solar neighborhood

Sources of Individual Catalogs:
1. Dr. Maggie Turnbull of the Global Science Institute, 
Antigo, Wisconsin
2. Dr. Geoffrey Bryden of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California

Applications:
This catalog will provide the astronomical community with 
the most accurate and comprehensive source of 
information about all stars located within 30pc.  It will also 
help astronomers working on current or future exoplanet 
missions to determine which nearby stars to examine for 
planetary systems.  As a case in point, the future mission 
TESS and the potential space mission AFTA could use 
this catalog in selecting target stars that potentially host 
exoplanets. 

Benefits to the Astronomical Community:

This catalog will provide astronomers with a complete and comprehensive source of information about almost all of the known stars located 
within 30pc of our solar neighborhood.  Future exoplanet missions, such as TESS and JWST, will be able to use this catalog to select their target 
stars.  Exoplanets discovered around these stars will be among the closest and will provide astronomers with the unprecedented opportunity to 
perhaps obtain a spectra of an exoplanet and to discover one of the closest planetary systems harboring an Earth-like planet in the habitable 
zone of its host star. 
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Credit: Dr. Maggie Turnbull (Global Science Institute)

Master Catalog of Stars within 30pc

Currently the master catalog includes 2,347 HIP stars located at distances of 30pc or less with 
the data seen in the above image along with the radius of the star, its mass, the number of stellar 
components, the number of known planets, galactic longitude and latitude, parallax, proper 
motion, spectral class, and Fe/H (i.e. the data not visible in the image).  In addition, this catalog 
will include an addendum that contains approximately 170 additional fainter stars.  Data is still 
being gathered for those sources.

Graphical representation of the general target space of our 
catalog, showing the future space mission TESS and the 
current mission Kepler. Our solar system is at the center of the 
main circle. (Note this graphic is not drawn to scale)

Approach:

Step 1: Cross-check between Turnbull and Bryden’s individual tables
 Checked for discrepancies between shared data for stars that both tables catalogued
 Checked for stars that one table included but the other did not
 Compared Turnbull and Bryden’s data by computing the differences between their 

datasets (e.g., for the list of 2,347 HIP stars the differences between Turnbull and 
Bryden’s right ascensions were calculated)

 Cross-checked Turnbull and Bryden’s B-V photometry data by computing the ratio 
between Turnbull and Bryden’s B-V values and the average of their B-V uncertainties 

Step 2: Compilation of Turnbull and Bryden’s data into master catalog
 Discussed with Turnbull and Bryden whose values should be used for certain types of 

data such as position, parallax, photometry, etc.
 Created a master catalog using the most updated version of Bryden and Turnbull’s data

(Master catalog still in progress, Turnbull and Bryden still updating photometry and 
bolometric corrections)

Step 3: Collaboration with Dr. Brian Mason of USNO, Washington, D.C.
 In order to compile an accurate list of all nearby stars (both physical and optical) within 

our ≤30pc range, Mason is helping us obtain information on those sources
 This data will be included in the master catalog, and a possible addendum to the catalog 

will be added to include additional information from Mason about these stars


